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Dzanc Books, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. 2008 ed.. Language: English . Brand New Book. This
print anthology compiles the best fiction, poetry, and nonfiction that online literary journals have to
offer in an eclectic collection in the manner of other broad-ranging anthologies such as the
Pushcart Prize and The Best American Non-Required Reading. This is the first substantial attempt at
creating an annual print compilation of the best of material published online. [The] mingling and
occasional blurring of genres distinguishes Best of the Web from any other print collections
showcasing online literature.the book is heartily significant, featuring work that is sometimes
surprising.and sometimes exhilarating--not unlike the Web itself. -- Los Angeles Times The Internet is
built for this work: short and weird, just what one s attention span wants when clicking through. And
Almond and Leslie wisely pick up on that, making the book worth paging through, as well. -- Time
Out Chicago Such a development could not have come at a better time for onlineliterary publishing.
-- Though publishing online provides us the opportunity to present fiction freefrom economic
imperative, permitting us, our authors, and our readers to relishin the experiment of expression,
one of our great regrets is...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication as well as the typeface used was intriguing to learn. Yes, it is play, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this
publication from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Pr of . Louvenia  Fla tley-- Pr of . Louvenia  Fla tley

It is simple in go through preferable to comprehend. It is full of wisdom and knowledge It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Leif  Pr edovic-- Leif  Pr edovic
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